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INTRODUCTION 

1. Motivation  

As achievements of the distributed systems in data sharing and 

open environment, the distributed systems have been able to connect, 

operate and exploite from every where. The distributed system is 

growing very fast in the number of connections, and the scope of 

implementation as well as users. Therefore, the quality of service of 

distributed systems in general and the network connection of each 

object in particular is always the special attention of researchers, 

operators and system developers.  

Many technical solutions have been researched and developed to 

support administrators in controlling system operations as well as 

detecting errors of system. The architecture information and general 

operations of objects in distributed systems are essential for distributed 

system monitoring solutions, because they support administrators in 

quickly detecting change of topology, error status or potential risks 

that arise during operation of distributed systems. However, the 

architecture information and general activities of objects in distributed 

systems are mainly based on the specific integrated tools that 

developed by device vendors side or operating systems side, these 

built-in tools provide discrete information on each component and 

independent of each device, they cannot link the components in the 

system and cannot solve the global problem of system information. It 

takes a lot of time to process objects in the inter-network.  

This motivates us to choose the problem “Research on online 

monitoring model for large-scale distributed systems” for the 

doctoral dissertation.  

2. Objectives, subjects and scopes of the research 

+ Objectives of the research: in oder to propose an on-line monitoring 

model for large-scale distributed system that actively support 

administrators in monitoring large-scale distributed system. 

+ Subjects of the research:  
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-Physical objects in large-scale distributed systems. 

-TCP/IP protocols, monitoring models. 

+ Scopes of the research: 

-Hierarchical large-scale distributed systems with 4 levels. 

-TCP/IP environment. 

-Information is exchanged between the objects by message passing. 

-Models are presented with principle.  

3. Methodologies 

Some basic research methods used in the thesis such as theoretical 

research, model research and experimental evaluation. 

4. Contributions 

Science aspects: 

- We proposed architecture model for physical objects in large-

scale distributed systems  LSDS. 

- We proposed the basic behavior model of objects in LSDS that 

are based on the communicating finite state machine. 

- We proposed the multiple monitoring agent model for LSDS , in 

which includes four basic agents: node agent, network agent, domain 

and global agent. 

Practical aspects: we deployed some monitoring experiments. 

5. Dissertation outlline 

Introduction 

Chapter 1: Overview of monitoring distributed systems. We 

review the recent works on monitoring distributed systems and its 

applications, as well as analyzing and evaluating the necessary criteria 

in monitoring model of large-scale distributed systems.   

Chapter 2: Modeling for large-scale distributed systems. The 

thesis research and propose the basic architecture and behavior models 

of objects in large-scale distributed system that are suitable with 

hierarchical management of distributed system. 
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Chapter 3: Monitoring model for the basic architecture and 

behavior of large-scale distributed systems. The thesis research and 

propose the multiple monitoring agent model for large-scale 

distributed system and monitoring solutions. 

Chapter 4: Experiments and evaluations.   

Conclusions and Future researches 

 

CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW OF MONITORING DISTRIBUTED 

SYSTEMS 

The main content of the chapter is a general overview of 

monitoring distributed systems and its applications. Through the 

survey and review some typical monitoring solutions, we determine 

some exists that continue to research and develop. 

1.1 Distributed systems and some basic characteristics  

We survey the distributed systems in which consist of network 

architectures and distributed applications and were presented by 

Coulouris1 và Kshemkalyani2. According to this view, the distributed 

systems consist of independent and autonomous computational objects 

with individual memory, application components and data distributed 

over network, as well as communication interactions between objects 

is implemented by message passing method.  

Due to the LSDS increase rapidly in the number of inter-networks 

and connections, important distributed applications run on a larger 

scale of geographical area, more and more users and communication 

events interact with each other on the system. On the other hand, 

heterogeneous computing environment, technologies and devices are 

deployed in LSDS. These characteristics have generated many 

challenges for LSDS management, monitoring requirements and 

operation of the system are more strictly in order to ensure the quality 

                                              

1 George Coulouris et al. (2011) 
2 Ajay D. Kshemkalyani and Mukesh Singhal (2008) 
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of the system. We need to consider these challenges carefully in the 

design of monitoring system for LSDS.  

- Completely transparent to users. 

- No global unique physical clock. 

- Autonomous and heterogeneous. 

- Scalability and reconfiguration. 

- The large number of events. 

- Large scale of geographical areas and multiple levels of system 

management. 

- Limited resources and priority modes. 

1.2 Surveys on the monitoring models and solutions  

1.2.1 The basic task in monitoring and the reference model 

1.2.2 ZM4/SIMPLE 

1.2.3 MOTEL 

1.2.4 MonALISA 

1.2.5 PCMONS 

1.2.6 The monitoring built-in tools 

1.3 Analyzing and evaluating monitoring distributed systems 

1.3.1 Analyzing and evaluating monitoring solutions 

1.3.2 Analyzing and evaluating architecture of monitoring systems 

1.3.3 Analyzing and evaluating some aspects of monitoring 

systems 

The surveys on some typical monitoring is based on some criteria: 

- Function of monitoring system. 

- Basic monitoring model. 

- Implementation solution.  

- Monitoring architecture. 

The results can be presented in tables 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5. 
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Table 1.2 Function of monitoring system 

Monitoring system 
Monitoring function 

Computation Performance Object General 

ZM4/ SIMPLE     

JADE      

META      

PCMONS      

MOTEL      

Corba Trace      

MonALISA      

IBM Tivoli      

Tools     

 

Table 1.3 Basic monitoring model 

Monitoring system 
Monitoring model 

Mathematical model Technological model 

SNMP    

ZM4/ SIMPLE    

PCMONS    

MOTEL    

MonALISA    

IBM Tivoli    

Tools   

 

Table 1.4 Implementation solution 

Monitoring system 
Implementation solution 

Hardware Software Hybric 

SNMP     

ZM4/ SIMPLE    

BLACKBOX     

PCMONS     

MOTEL     

MonALISA     

Tools    
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Table 1.5 Monitoring architecture 

Monitoring system 

Monitoring architecture 

Hierarchical 

architecture 

Centralized 

architecture 

SNMP    

ZM4/ SIMPLE    

PCMONS    

MOTEL    

Corba Trace    

MonALISA    

Tools   

Through the tables 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, we found that: 

Most of these systems are deployed to solve the specific monitoring 

class such as parallel or distributed computing monitoring, 

configuration monitoring, performance monitoring, etc. The advantage 

of this class is the good deal of monitoring requirements for each 

problem class. However, the disadvantages of this class are that most 

of these products operate independently and they cannot integrate or 

inherit to each other. This makes it difficult to operate and manage 

these products for administrators and performance of the system will 

be greatly affected when running concurrent these products. 

Run-time Information about the status, events and behaviors of the 

components in LSDS have an important role, they support 

administrators to know general operation information of the entire 

system. This information is necessary to administrators, before they go 

into details of other specific information. However, this general 

operation information is mainly based on the specific integrated tools 

that developed by device vendors side or operating systems side. 

However, these built-in tools provide discrete information  on each 

component and independent of each device, they cannot link the 

components in the system and cannot solve the global problem of 

system information. It takes a lot of time to process objects in the 

inter-network. Therefore, the administrators cannot effectively monitor 

the general operations of LSDS with these tools. 
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Because LSDS are complex system, administrators need to have an 

effective monitoring model in the management and operation of the 

system. The thesis found that: The architecture information and 

general operations of objects in distributed systems are critical 

information for distributed system monitoring solutions, because they 

can support administrators quickly detect errors and potential risks 

arise during operation of the system before using other monitoring 

solutions to deeper analysis of each specific operations in LSDS. 

 

CHAPTER 2: MODELLING DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 

2.1 Basic information of monitored objects 

Distributed systems consist of many heterogeneous devices such as 

stations, servers, routers, etc. Each device consists of many 

components of hardware and software resources, and these ones are 

associated with information about the corresponding states and 

behaviors. 

Communication operations

NIC

IO

HDD

CPU

MEM

PROCESS

Local operations

Monitor

 

Figure 2.1. Basic operations of the monitored object 

This information can be divided into two basic parts:  internal part 

– local operations and external part – communication operations. 

Local operations include processing, resource requirements... 

Communication operations are used to communicate with other 

objects on the system. 
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Table 2.1 Basic characteristics of monitored components 

Num Conponent Monitored characteristics 

1 Process 

Identification, name, baisc status such as 

New, Running, Waiting, Terminated.  

Communication operations and resource 

requirements for process computations such 

as CPU, MEM, HDD, NIC, IO. 

2 CPU 

Type, speed, resource requirements, status, 

operation load, temperature, errors and 

configuration settings. 

3 MEM 

Type, size, allocation requirements, free 

memory, status, access speed and relative 

errors. 

4 HDD 
Type, size, access speed, status such as read, 

write... load and relative errors. 

5 IO device Type, status and relative errors. 

6 NIC 
Type, standard, status, in/out traffic and 

relative errors. 

 

2.2 A basic proposed architecture and behavior model for 

monitored objects in distributed system 

2.2.1 Basic architecture model for objects in distributed system 

The architecture model describes the network nodes along with the 

relative information of each node, network area, communication 

between nodes... Based on this architecture information, we can 

determine more important information about that object such as 

physical information of components, communication information, 

errors or abnormal states that occur in running time of the node. 

Let AM (Architecture Model) be an architecture model of 

monitored node, the AM is a 7-tuple and expressed as follows: 

 commstatusPORTSLINKSDOMAINSNETSNODESAM ,,,,,,   (2.1) 

Where:  

- NODES is set of information of node that describe system 

resource of monitored node.  
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- NETS is set of information of node that describe network 

information such as IP gateway, network... 

- DOMAINS is set of information of node that describe domain 

information such as domain name, server... 

- LINKS describes connection information between nodes. 

- PORTS describes communication ports. 

- status is a function that identify node states in which consist of 

normal or abnormal status, status(NODES)  {S_NOR}or 

status(NODES)  {S_ABNOR}. 

- comm is a function that identify communication connections 

between nodes, {(NODES, PORTS)  (NODES’, PORTS’, d)}, with 

delay d=[dmin,dmax].  

Distributed system is complex system in which consists of many 

heterogeneous nodes and these nodes communicate to each other. So, 

architecture model of distributed system will be set of architecture 

model AM of nodes in system. In order to ensure more efficient to 

build architecture model of DS, we use composition operation as 

described here. Let AM1, AM2 be architecture model of node 1 and 

node 2 in system, let || be composition operator (concurrent) for AM1 

and AM2. Composition operation is expressed as follows:  

),

,,,,,(

||_ 21

commstatus

PORTSLINKSDOMAINSNETSNODES

AMAMCAM

CCCCC



  (2.3) 

Where:  

NODESC  = NODES1  NODES2 , 

NETSC  = NETS1  NETS2 , 

DOMAINC  = DOMAIN1  DOMAIN2 , 

LINKSC  = LINKS1  LINKS2 , 

PORTSC  = PORTS1  PORTS2 , 

status  = status(NODESC) {S_NOR} or {S_ABNOR}, 
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status(NODESC)  {S_NOR}: status(n1){S_NOR} and 

status(n2){S_NOR}, 

status(NODESC) {S_ABNOR}: status(n1){S_ABNOR} or     

status(n2){S_ABNOR},  

comm(NODESC,PORTSC) is communication connections between 

node 1 and node 2. 

2.2.2 Basic behavior model for objects in distributed systems 

Behavior model presents states and reactions of objects before/after 

received events, the state machine is commonly used in the discrete 

event systems, operating system and protocol to describe events, state 

and state transition. Communicating finite state machines (CFSM) 

model is considered suitable for modeling the communication 

operation (send/receive). In this model, state transitions of the state 

machines are triggered by the input event and associate the output 

event with each transition3. 

Based on these communication operations, CFSM can be expressed 

as follows: 

 0,,,, sSCFSM outin                    (2.4) 

Where:  

in : is a finite set of input events,  

out : is a finite set of output events, 

S : is a finite set of states, 

s0S : is the first state, 

 : is state transition function and defined as follows 

: S  in  S  (out  d)* (d is time delay and * denotes set of 

output events, including null output).  

In order to determine the state and event of , we use two 

projections PS and PE as expression in (2.5) and (2.6): 

                                              

3
 Gerard J. Holzmann (1991) 
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Input event:  

 








ininin

inin

SPE

SSPS

:

:
                  (2.5) 

Output event:  

 
 
   








**

*

:

:

outoutout

outout

SPE

SSPS
                 (2.6) 

CSFM uses the relative states and events to describe the operations, 

the behaviors of objects, CSFM is commonly used in the protocol 

presentation, compiler... Thus, we can collect important information 

from states and events of CSFM. We can combine many CFSM into a 

composition CFSM by using the parallel composition operation. Let 

CFSM1, CFSM2 be state machines as expression in (2.4), the result of 

composition is expressed as follows 

   
 0

02222_2_01111_1_

21

,,,,

,,,,||,,,,

||

sS

sSsS

CFSMCFSMCFSM

outin

outinoutin











 (2.7) 

Where:  

in  = in_1  in_2 : set of input events of CFSM1 and  CFSM2, 

out  = out_1  out_2 : set of output events of CFSM1 and  CFSM2, 

S = S1  S2 : set of states of CFSM1 and  CFSM2, 

s0  = (s01, s02) : first states of CFSM1 and  CFSM2, 

With s1S1, s2S2 and in:  

 = 1  2 = S1  S2  in  S1  S2  (out  d)* 

2.3 Modeling for large-scale distributed systems  

Modeling for large-scale systems is large challenge and not feasible 

due to the huge of information because resources of process objects 

are limited. In order to model large-scale systems efficiently, some 

studies have applied the partitioning method in which the large-scale 
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systems can be partitioned into a number of subsystems on the various 

levels4.  

LSDS

Domain

Network

Object

 

Figure 2.12. The hierarchical architecture of LSDS 

From result of research on distributed systems, point of view the 

domain-based management for large scale systems and hierachical 

address space for each management domain are used commonly. 

Therefore, the hierarchical architecture of monitored objects in LSDS 

can be presented as Fig. 2.12 in which consists of local object level, 

network, domain and global level.  

2.3.1 The architecture model for large-scale distributed system 

Based on the hierarchical architecture of LSDS model, the 

architecture model of LSDS is implemented with four levels: AM_MO 

for monitored object MO, AM_MN for monitored network MN, 

AM_MD for monitored domain MD and AM_DS for monitored global 

system LSDS. 

a) Architecture model AM_MO 


commstatusPORTS

LINKSDOMAINSNETSNODESMOAM

MO

MOMOMOMO

,,

,,,,_ 
  (2.9) 

b) Architecture model AM_MN 

kMOAMMOAMMOAMMNAM _||...||_||__ 21  

                                              

4
 Yannick Pencolé , marie-odile cordier, Laurence Rozé (2002) 
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From composition result of expression (2.3), AM_MN is expressed 

as follows: 


commstatusPORTS

LINKSDOMAINSNETSNODESMNAM

MN

MNMNMNMN

,,

,,,,_ 
   (2.10) 

c) Architecture model AM_MD 

 mMNAMMNAMMNAMMDAM _||...||_||__ 21  

AM_MD is expressed as follows: 


commstatusPORTS

LINKSDOMAINSNETSNODESMDAM

MD

MDMDMDMD

,,

,,,,_ 
   (2.11) 

d) Architecture model AM_DS 

 nMDAMMDAMMDAMDSAM _||...||_||__ 21  

AM_DS is expressed as follows: 


commstatusPORTS

LINKSDOMAINSNETSNODESDSAM

DS

DSDSDSDS

,,

,,,,_ 
   (2.12) 

2.3.2 The behavior model for large-scale distributed system 

The behavior model of LSDS is implemented with four levels: 

F_MO for monitored object MO in distributed system, F_MN for 

monitored network MN, F_MD for monitored domain MD and F_DS 

for monitored global LSDS. Behavior model presents the way that 

events are received as well as emitted, transition states belonging to 

the component. In some special case, component may stay on a given 

state as no transition or transits state but no emit event.  

a) The behavior model F_MO 

Because MO consists of a set of basic components {Process, CPU, 

RAM, IO device...}. Therefore, the behavior model F_MO 

corresponds to set of state machines {F_Proc, F_Cpu, F_Mem, F_IO, 

F_HDD, F_NIC} and is expressed as follows: 

NICFHDDFIOFMEMFCPUFPROCFMOF _||_||_||_||_||__   
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From composition result of expression (2.7), F_MO is expressed as 

follows: 

 MOMOMOMOoutMOin sSMOF _0__ ,,,,_              (2.19) 

b) The behavior model F_MN 

kMOFMOFMOFMNF _||...||_||__ 21  

From composition result of expression (2.7), F_MN is expressed as 

follows: 

 MNMNMNMNoutMNin sSMNF _0__ ,,,,_             (2.20) 

c) The behavior model F_MD 

 mMNFMNFMNFMDF _||...||_||__ 21  

From composition result of expression (2.7), F_MD is expressed as 

follows: 

  MDMDMDMDoutMDin sSMDF _0__ ,,,,_             (2.21) 

 d) The behavior model F_DS 

F_DS is expressed as follows: 

 nMDFMDFMDFDSF _||...||_||__ 21  

From composition result of expression (2.7), F_DS is expressed as 

follows: 

  DSDSDSDSoutDSin sSDSF _0__ ,,,,_               (2.22) 

 

 

CHAPTER 3:  THE MONITORING MODEL FOR THE BASIC 

ARCHITECTURE AND BEHAVIOR OF LARGE-SCALE 

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 

 

3.1 Proposing the monitoring model for LSDS 

3.1.1 The model for architecture monitoring entities 
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Node

ME_AM_MO

Network

ME_AM_MN

Domain

ME_AM_MD

LSDS

ME_AM_DS
MA

Architecture monitoring entities

Node

AM_MO

Network

AM_MN

Domain

AM_MD

LSDS

AM_DS

Figure 3.2. The architecture monitoring entities in LSDS 

Monitoring entities ME_AM_MO collect architecture information 

of node. Each monitored network will be monitored by an monitoring 

entity ME_AM_MN. ME_AM_MD synthesizes monitored information 

and generates domain monitoring reports. ME_AM_DS generates 

monitoring reports on global architecture for LSDS. 

3.1.2 The model for behavior monitoring entities 

Node

ME_F_MO

Network

ME_F_MN

Domain

ME_F_MD

LSDS

ME_F_DS
MA

Behavior monitoring entities

Node

F_MO

Network

F_MN

Domain

F_MD

LSDS

F_DS

 

Figure 3.3. The behavior  monitoring entities in LSDS 

Monitoring entities ME_F_MO collect behavior information of 

node. Each monitored network will be monitored by an monitoring 

entity ME_F_MN. ME_F_MD synthesizes monitored information and 

generates domain monitoring reports. ME_F_DS generates monitoring 

reports on global behavior for LSDS. 

3.1.3 The multiple monitoring agent model 

Recently, the trend of using monitoring agent has been studied and 

has good results. Therefore, our monitoring model is designed as a 

multiple monitoring agent system.  
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Table 3.3 List of monitoring agent 

Num Agent Function 

1 TTMO Monitoring for node 

2 TTMN Monitoring for network 

3 TTMD Monitoring for domain 

4 TTDS Monitoring for  gobal LSDS 
 

Function 

TTMO

Node

MO

Network

MN

Domain

MD

LSDS

DS

DB

Control

Function 

TTMN

DB

Control

Function 

TTMD

DB

Control

Function 

TTDS

DB

Control

TTMO TTMN TTMD TTDS

Figure 3.5. The multiple monitoring agent model 

MA is designed to support for the monitoring session, MA interacts 

with monitoring agent to support the generation of monitoring 

requirements and presents the results of monitoring. 

Control

Analyze

PresentFunction 

TTMO

Control

TTMO

Admin

Function 

TTMN

Control

TTMN

Function 

TTMD

Control

TTMD

Function 

TTDS

Control

TTDS

Control

Monitoring operation

Hình 3.6. The monitoring interaction model 

The monitoring agents are interactive communications with each 

other in two channels: 

Control channel 

Operation channel 

3.2 Basic monitoring solutions 

3.2.1 The solutions collect architecture information 
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a. Implementation 

b. Solution 

 

Solution AM_MONITOR: The monitoring for architecture. 

With monitoring for node level: 

Step 1: Initializing set of variables.  

Step 2: Exploiting architecture information. 

Step 3: Generating monitoring reports. 

With monitoring for network, domain and global level: 

Step 1: Initializing set of temp variables that 

describer architecture information of components. 

Step 2: Exploiting architecture information. 

Step 3: Analyzing and synthesizing the monitoring 

information. 

Step 4: Generating monitoring reports. 

End. 

 

3.2.2 The solutions collect behavior information 

a. Implementation 

b. Solution 

 

Solution CFSM_MONITOR: monitoring behavior information. 

With monitoring for basic component CP{PROCESS, CPU, MEM, 

IO, HDD, NIC}: 

Step 1: Initializing set of variables that describer 

events, states. 

Step 2: Exploiting event and state information. 

Step 3: Generating monitoring reports. 

With monitoring for network, domain and global level: 

Step 1: Initializing set of variables that describer 

events, states. 

Step 2: Exploiting event and state information. 
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Step 3: Analyzing and synthesizing the monitoring 

information. 

Step 4: Generating monitoring reports. 

End. 

 

3.2.3 The solutions of load adjustment for monitoring server system 

a. Implementation 

b. Solution 

 

Solution ADJ_MOSERVER: load adjustment. 

With over load state: 

 

Step 1: Identifying set of the load generation 

nodes GP for monitoring server S (load >80% CPU). 

Step 2: Determining monitoring server S’. 

Step 3: Building monitoring servers S’ with set 

NODES  GP (load <=80% CPU): 

 - Remove NODES  from GP. 

Step 4: If GP≠ then goto Step 2. 

Step 5: Updating management information. 

With ưeak load state: 

Step 1: Identifying set of the load generation 

nodes GP for monitoring server S (load <10% CPU). 

Step 2: Determining monitoring server S’S. 

Step 3: Building monitoring servers S’ with set 

NODES  GP (load <=80% CPU): 

- Remove NODES  from GP. 

- Remove S’ from S. 

Step 4: If GP≠ then goto Step 2. 

Step 5: Updating management information. 

End. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS 

This chapter presents the detail of monitoring experiments such as 

the CPU monitoring, the operation monitoring and the load 

adjustment. 

4.1 General monitoring steps for LSDS 

Figure 4.1 presents general monitoring steps for LSDS. 
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Figure 4.1. General monitoring steps for LSDS 

Figure 4.3 presents some monitoring experiments. 
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Figure 4.3. Some experiments with general monitoring steps 
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4.2 Collecting CPU architecture information 

4.2.1 Experimental environment 

4.2.2 Experimental results and evaluations 

 

Figure 4.5. CPU monitoring information between node and network 

that have different type 

 

Figure 4.6. CPU monitoring information between node and network 

that have same type for some of nodes 

The volume of CPU architecture monitoring information between 

node and network is presented as Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, these 

figures report two cases with different types of cpu architecture for all 

of nodes and similar types of cpu architecture for some of nodes. 

Figure 4.5 presents different types of cpu architecture case and Figure 

4.6 presents similar types of cpu architecture for some of nodes.  

4.2.3 Optimize monitoring performance 

4.2.4 Conclusion  
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From the above experimental results, we can draw some 

conclusions as follows: 

- The bigger scale of system is, the better monitoring efficiency is. 

Therefore, the monitoring model is more suitable for large system. 

- This result shows that the architecture monitoring solution is 

matching solution for LSDS in practice. 

- The other evaluations for remain components will be done the 

same. 

4.3 Collecting behavior information of process 

4.3.1 Experimental environment 

We deploy the IBD system in which is enable to monitor file 

processing operations on MBF3 network IBD. IBD is built on the 

Client-Server structure and is able to report operations of login or 

importing service. 

Clients

RC RC RC RC

SC SC SC SC

Máy chủ 

CSDL

PS2

PS3

PS4

File 

server

Hà Nội Đà Nẵng, Hồ Chí Minh...

Máy chủ 

DP

Máy chủ 

DP-LOCAL

PS1

 

Figure 4.10. Network architecture of IBD 

4.3.2 Experimental results and evaluations 

The Figure 4.14 presents processing time in second to import all 

data file into printing database server, it is shown that processing time 

for all of data file have large differences between one printing server 

and many printing servers (2 servers, 3 or 4 servers). 
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Figure 4.14. Processing time of IBD system 

4.3.3 Conclusion  

- Administrator can observe many important events or states of 

monitored objects. 

- In order to reduce processing time as well as monitoring time, we 

can use many servers to share system load in the large scale system. 

This is critical issue in monitoring problem for LSDS. 

4.4 The solution of load adjustment for monitoring servers 

4.4.1 Experimental environment 

Table 4.10 Experimental parameters for load adjustment 

Num Parameters Values 

1 Nodes for TTMO Random number in the range [52-255]. 

2 Load processing 

(LOAD_RUN) 

TTMD level: 1, TTMN level: 1, TTMO 

level: [0.1-0.8] 

4 Load Generating 

(LOAD_GEN) 

TTMD level: [0.2-0.6], TTMN level: 

[0.1-0.4],  TTMO level: [0.01-0.1] 

6 Experimental content  Implementing load adjustment solution  
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4.4.2 Experimental results and evaluations 

 

Figure 4.16. Before and after results run load adjustment solution 

4.4.3 Conclusion  

The load adjustment solution supports load partition capabilities for 

monitoring system and ensures effective monitoring operations. 

4.5 Some evaluations for deploying the monitoring model 

4.5.1 Status monitoring with ICMP 

4.5.2 Monitoring with SNMP 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

 

Experimental results show that the monitoring model is a feasible, 

this model overcomes the disadvantages of specific built-in tools to 

monitor LSDS. The proposed monitoring model will be used to deploy  

effective monitoring system about the basic architecture and behavior 

of large-scale distributed systems. 

Conclusions:  

The main results of the thesis are summarized as follows: 

1. We proposed architecture model for monitored objects in large-

scale distributed systems, the model is enable to present architecture 

information for node, network, domain and global LSDS. 

2. We proposed the basic behavior model of monitored objects in 

LSDS that are based on CFSM. the model is enable to describer local 

and communication operations between objects on the LSDS. 

3. We proposed the multiple monitoring agent model for LSDS, in 

which includes four basic monitoring agents. 

4. We proposed some solutions for three monitoring contents such 

as the CPU monitoring, the operation monitoring, the load adjustment. 

Future works: 

1. We continue to study an effective and reliable communication 

model for the multiple monitoring agent system. 

2. We research and apply optimization algorithms, processing and 

analyzing methods of Big Data to increase processing performance. 

3. We research and apply the security standards to ensure safety 

and security of monitoring information. 

4. We will continue to study more detail methods that integrate into 

a monitoring protocol for LSDS. 
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